
Sizing Notes (Sutram Bedding): 

 

 

Our 'Single' size aligns with a UK Single and US Twin.  

 

We do not currently offer the US Twin XL size. If you have requests for this, we would be happy 

to place a special order.  

 

Our 'King Single' size would be workable for a UK Small Double and doesn't appear to have a 

US equivalent.  

 

We do not yet offer 'Double' Size but will be available in the future - please reach out to us for 

any custom requests. 

 

'Queen' aligns with US Queen size and UK King Size.  

 

We do offer standard 'US King' and 'Cali King' fitted sheets.  

 

Our Standard 'King' Size fitted sheet also fits a US King well due to the added depth allowance. 

This mattress size also aligns closely with a UK Super King.  

 

'Super King' is 203 x 203 cm and would fit a US Wyoming King.   

 

Mattress size doesn't always correlate with duvet inner size so it is important to always consult 

the measurements.  

 

US clients tend to take Single sized duvet for a twin, Queen sized duvets for a Full or Queen, 

King sized duvet for a King or Cali King, sometimes clients opt to size-up their duvet for a fuller 

look this is where 'Super King' duvet mostly comes in to play although we do occasionally have 

clients with Wyoming King mattresses. 

 

UK clients tend to take Single duvets for Small Single and Single, King Single for a Small 

Double, Queen for a Double and King, and King for UK Super King, with the opportunity always 

to size-up for a more generous look.  

 

 

EU sizing is slightly different from UK size option 

Best size matches as follows:  

● EU King is serviced best with our Queen size.  

● EU Grand King is in line with our King Size. 

● EU Single aligns with our 'Single' width, although EU Single is longer at 200cm (in line 

with US Twin XL).  

EU Double is in line with US Full and UK Double and has no current equivalent in our schema, 

in this situation people often opt for a flat sheet. 


